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Executive Summary 
(Revised June. 1981) 'l1Ul 1'5 1981 

Introduction 

ACQUl::JrnOi'~~S 
The re~earch summarized here is a longitudinal study of the 

<~ 

a 

effectiveness of a particular type of alternative secondary school in 

improving the behavior of delinquent and disruptive students. The three 

alterhative schools observed were seletted by theoretical criteria 

because this research was intended not only to assess therr 

effectiveness but also to test a theory which~identifies scholasti~ 

experiences as a major source of ~rovocation to delinqUency. 

The alternative school programs made special efforts (1) to provide 

their students. Who had had histories of scholastic failure. with 

experiences of SUccess. larg~ly through individualized instruction and 

evaluation; and (2) to provide social support from warm, accepti~g 

teachers. According to the theory. scholastic success and social 

support were hypothesized to raise the students' self-esteem and 

strengthen the social bonds that integrate students with their schools. 
o 

Thus. the provocat i on to be de 1 i nquent wou 1 d be reduced. the soc'1>a 1 

constraints against delinquency would be strengthened. andconsequently 

disruptive and delinquent behavior would decline. 

Theoretical framework 

The theory that guided this research assumes that the student role 
~ 0 

~s a central and critical for American adolescents. Therefore. failure . .:;.::.~ " 

fn this rO,le constitutes a substantlalthreat to ~dolescents' self

esteem. Derogated self-esteem is psythologically aversive and provokes 

efforts to counteratt it. gelinquent behavior is one such defensive 

response that is particularly Well-suited to this purpose. Delinquent 

behavior. especially disruptive behavior at scho~l. can be an effective 
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defense for several reasons. First. since a major provocation is 

failure ~t school, then disrupting school is a counter-attack on the 

threatening instItution. Second. assuming that delinquen~ and 

disruptive behavior is a self-aggrandizing performance. its worth is 

enhahced by the apprec:,iative peer audience often avai lable at scll'ool. 

,Third. delinquent and disruptive behavior at school conveys a 

dec I arat i on of r~be 11 ion aga i nst the 'standards' of succe:cs" set by the 

schools. 

" The students and the alternative programs 

The students in the study were on the average quite heavily 

dellnquent. Their Melf-reported deli~quent behavior was markedly more 

frequent and serious than the national average found in th~ National 

Surveys of Youth. The students also had histories of poor performance 
c} 

and disruptive behavior at school. About half of those~ho attended the 

alternative schools were sent there by school 6fflcials and the other 

half volunteered. although poor school grades and high levels of self-
1\ 

reported delinquent behavior were similar among the referrals and the 

volunt:.eers. 
J 

The three ~lternative programs were operated by two publi~ school 

systems in white. working- to middle class suburban areas. The programs 

served 30 to 60 students at a time in bu i 1 dings ~ne~r:, .the j un i or and 

senior high schools Which the students would ordinarily have attended. 

The curricula and procedures were more informal than the conventional 
" 

schools', there were many fewer rules, and the administrators and 

teachers were more tolerant and flexible than faculty in conventional 

l 
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schools ordinarily are or can be. T h . 
eac er-student'ratios were hibher 

than is usually the ca~e in secondary schools. 

behavior in the alternative schools were rare. 

Instances of disruptive 

Two of the alternative programs, Alpha and Beta, featured 
o 

independent stu~y/learning contracts. T 0 
he stUdents in each also"met 

daily as a group for one and a half to two 
hours for training in human 

relations and communication skills. The third program, Ace. offered a 

more conventional school curriculum and schedUle, except that Ace wa~ 

smaller, more individuali;ed and mor.e warm and personal than a 

'conventional program. 

Study ~esi9n 

Students attending the alternative sc~ools were compared with 

students at the conventional schools from which they came. The 

comparison group consisted of students who were named by counselors and 

vice-principals as students al.o appropriate for alternative sthool 

referral. 
(The original design called for random assignment of students 

to the alternative programs from a pool of referrals 
and volunteers. 

Agreements on randomiza .. tion were made at a tl'me when 'It 
was believed 

that the alternative schools would be as oversub~cribed as they had been 

in previou~ years • But when the time came to make ' assignments, there 

was not in fact oversubspription, so all referrals and Volunteers were 

enrolled in the alternative schools and comparison students were 
identified later.) The alt t' d erna Ive an conventional students were 

interviewed once early in the school 
year, as alternative students 

entered their programs, again at the d 
en of the schoo) year. and a third 

time in the following farl. 
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as su i tab'l epart i c i pants 

in ~he study, 100 were alternativi school students and 140 were students 

in the compariso~ group who attended only the conventional school. We 

interviewed 83 percent of the alternative school students and 69 percent 

of the comparison group in the first wave. In the third wave. we 

interviewed 72 percent of the originally identified alternative students 

and .64 percent of th~ conventional students. The alternative and 
\J I 

conventional students were quite similar when the study began. They 

each had about the same number of boys as girls; the grade point 

averages of the students in the two groups were equally poor; personal 
" 

adjustment. assessed by psychological indexes of self-esteem, anxiety, 

and depression Was about the same in both groups; both groups had 

equa 11 Y negat i ve att i tudes toward schoo I genera 11 y and equa 11 y sma 11 
\ 

commitment to the role of student; and thei~ disruptive and delinquent 

beh~vior Was ~t about the same high level, as indicated by the scho~ls' 

records of disciplinary action and by the students' own reports of their 

behavior in school and in the community. The alternative students and 

the conventional comparison group als6 differed to a statistically 

significant degree in some respects: the alternative students were 

somewhat younger~ they ~ere more negative about their conventional 

school te3chers. more pessimistic about their chances of succeeding at 
(I 

school. and felt more stigmatized as "bad kids." 

Measurement and data analysis 

A key variable in this study is of course whether students attended 

an alternative school or not (manY,alternative school students took some 

conventional school courses concurrently). But since we are also 

interested in the social psychological processes by which the 

• 
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alternative programs intended to improve the students· performance and 

behavior, we constructed measures of these mediating processes as well. 

One is an index of stud~nts· perceptions o~ the flexibility and fairness 

of their schools· policies and rules. Another is the st~de~ts· 

ass,essment of their academic prospects--their beliefs in their chances ,'\, 

of being sUccessful students, together with their feelings ofGbeing 

stigmatized if they attended an alternative school. A third mediating 

variable is respondents· assessments of how well they were currently 

performing in the student role--including their most recent course 

grades. their reports of the effort they were devoting to schoolwork, 

and their satisfactio~ with their performance. Fourth. we measured 

students. global attitude toward school. including parti~ipation in 

school activities and relationships with teachers. 

Finally among the mediating variables. we measured students· self

esteem at both conscious and unconscious levels. We wanted to test that 

portion of our theory of delinquent behavior which asserts that a 
,) 

primary function of delinquent behavior is to defend poor students from 

feeling~ of low self-'esteem. We hypothesized that, as a psychological 

defense. delinquent behavior rai.ses adolescents· conscious self-esteem 

but D£1 their unconscious self-esteem. The latter would r.emain low 

until experiences such as scholastic success make defensive delinquency 

unnecessary. Our own prior research (Gold & Mann. 1972; Mann. in press) 

had shown that the more delinquent adolescent boys gave evidence of high 

conscious and low unconscious self-esteem. Furth~rmore. Kaplan (1976) 

has demonstrated that youth with low conscious self-esteem will 

subsequently commit more delinquent acts than youth with higher self-

esteem; and that conscious self-esteem will rise as a result. 
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Disrupt i ve and del i nquent behav i or in schoo I and in the commun,i ty 

W~s mE?asured by the confidential reports of the stIJdents themselves. a 

widely-used technique that has proved to be more sensitive and valid 

tha,n official school. pol ice, and court records. 

All of these variables were measured among both alternative and 

cQnventional school students. Measures of change over the course of the 

study were a~o ~reated,Ousing a procedure--regression analysis--that 
) , .. ' 

corrects for unequal baseline levels. 

Our basic strategy Was to compare students who had had alternative 
v1 

school experience with those who had had none at each of the three time 

periods and with respect to changes over time. Compari$ons were made of 

the two groups each taken as a whole and for each of the.,three programs • 

We determined whether alternative school experience made a difference in 
o 

the mediating processes and in delinquent and disruptive behavior at 

the third time period. by which time most of the alternative school 

student~ had returned to the conventional schools. We also explored 

whether the alternative schools affected different kinds of students 

differently. 

Findings 

The delinquent and disruptive b~havior of both the alternative and 

conventional school students declined over the course of the study, 

probably reflecting in part a combination of statistical artifact 

(llregression to the mean ll
) and actual improvement ~ccompanying 

maturation. However, almost all of the social psychological processes 

that were hypothesized to make a difference in the misbehavior of youth 

, "'~."".ltl!'!!.Ji"'. __ ---___ 1 , .... '""'" ..... ' ... __ .. r •. t.\ i!lMt _ .... !'IIIII""._ .... _' ... n ....... 'n ....... IIl"" ...... ____ ... A4 .......... --__ """""'''''---__ -=O''''"'''_ .. .,.,..~~.;,~~, ... ;s;:l!;;;(#i-~-.' 
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were indeed found to predict to a significantly greater decline. And 

the alternative schools were more ff ' , e ectlve ,n putting these processes 

in motion. 

We found that the effectiveness of the alternative school programs 

to be conditioned upon the kind of students in their classes. The 

alternative sthools made a signific~nt difference in the behavior of 

their more bu~yant student~, but they had a negligible effect on the 

more beset students. 

The IIbesetll students in this study were identified as those 

alternative and conventional students who exhibited relatively high 

levels of anxiety and depression during our first interview with t~em. 

They report.ed to us more than the average frequency of somatic symptoms 

of .a'tlx i ety =,s,. uch as headaches and u t h .. pse stomac s; they said they felt 
(( 

tense and nervous; they said that they more f II o ten feel depressed ll • The 

beset students were those Who scored in the top third of a scale 

composed of these indicators. We called the other two-thirds of the 

students "buoyant". The alt t' d .. cerna Ive an ~onventional school groups in 

thi.s study each had about the same proportion of beset students. Bese't 

students tended to be somewhat more delinquent that the buoyant 

students. They resemble the unsociali2ed IIneurotic" type of delinquent 

that Hewitt and Jen,kins (1946) ',dent',f'led f rom clinical records. 

The beset alt~rnative students did not respond as positively to the 

programs as the buoyant students did. Figure 1 pres~nts the processes 

by which the alternative schools had a significantly more positive 
" 

effect on the disruptive behavior of their buoyant student~ even after 

t crItical points ~~~~se students returned to the convent'lonal schools. A ' 

in these p'rocesses, the b d eset stu ents responded differently. 

"."lit t Q". 
,0 .. ~ 

". 
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Both buoyant and beset alternative students reported that their 

schools were'more flexible and their rules mQre fair compa~ed with the 

conventional descriptions of their schools. Clearly the tWo kinds of 

programs were perceived differently by their students. All students who 

rated their school as more flexible and fair tended to believe their own 

academic prospects were better than other students did. But the effect 

of greater flexibility in the alternative programs persisted 2!l1.l among 

their buoyant students after they returned to the conventional' schools. 
L:i 

By the third interView, the beset former alternative students Were no 

more optimistic than the beset conventional students. Similarly, the 

perception of the flexibility of school rules was related to our 

respondents' commitment to the role of student. Since the alternative 

schools were seen as being more flexible, they fostered greater 

commitment to the student role, but only among the alternative schools' 

buoyant students, who then remained more committed through the third 

intervieW. The beset alternative students as a group never exceeded 

their conventional counterparts in commitment to studenthood, despite 

their recognhtion of the alternatIve schools' greater flexibility. 

, I n genera I, br i g,h,~er academ i c prospects and greater comm i tnient to 

being students were reflected in better global attitUdes toward school 

among alternative ~nd conventional students. And again, since the 
o 

a,lternatlve school students became more optimistic and c~,mmitted, their 

attitudes toward school were better. This remained true of the buoyant 

alternative students even after they returned to the conventional 

schools, but not of the beset stuaents. Impr,pved attitudes toward 

school were related to a greater decline in delinquent and disruptive 

behavior in school. So by the third interview, the buoyant former 
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alternative students were ,behaving markedly better in school than their 

conventional counterparts according to students~ own reports of their 

behavior and to ratings by their teachers. They were also earning 

higher grades. This Was not true of the beset former alternatiVe 
.. 

students. 

Declining misoehayior in school was related to declining 

delinqu~ncy""in the community. But, while this relationship was strong, 

it was of course not perfect. So neither the buoyant nor the beset 

former alternative students reported that they were less delinqu~nt at 

the th i rd i nte.rv i ew thFin the convent i ona f' s'tudents did. 

We found a general decline in students' conscious self-esteem over 

the course of this stud~, about equal among alternative and conventiona1~ 
\\ ,'-. 

students. Changes in students' behavior did not seem to depend on such 

changes in self-esteem. In this respect, the theoretical model was not 

confirmed, a surprising finding in the light of previous research. 

We can draw only highly tentative conclusions from comparing the 

three alternative programs because the numbers of stUdents in anyone 

program is small. Insofar as these comparisons can be trusted, it seems 

that the Alpha program had the most marked effects--positive and 

negative--on its students' grades and disruptive behavior in school. 

Alpha's buoyant students seemed most improved at the third interview, 

and its beset students appeared to deteriorate ~ost relative to their 

respective comparison groups. T~s impression of A¥pha's effectiveness 

is reinforced by the fact that the separate components of the change, 
t., ,) 

process (diagrammed in Figure 1) seem more tightly linked at Alpha than 

at Beta or Ace. Alpha's relative success seems attributable to its 

greater effectiveness in increasing its buoyant students' commitment to 

o 
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Ii Figure 1 
:') 

The Relationship of SchOOl Processes to Outcomes 

GAlternative Experiences 
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" the roleoof student. Greater commitment Persisted more reliably 'lnto 
o , 

the conventional school year than positive global attitudes tow~rd 
([ 

school, on which the effects of Beta andoAce depended more heavily. At I' ' 

the same time, Alphals beset students did not become more committed to 

the student role, Jusi as Beta's and Ace's beset students did not. But 

since Alpha'~effectiveness depended so heavily on commitment. its beset 

students fared worst. Alpha probably achieved the greater commitment of 

its buoyant students through the greater emotional intensity of its 
c 

program which, of the three programs we observed. most closely resembled 

group therapy. But the intensity of introspection encouraged by Alphi's 
o 

method may have worked to the disadvantage of the beset students who" 

were at the outset quite anxious and depressed. 

One of the potentially negative aspects of an alternative'school 

experience is stimatization. Youth may be made to feel that they are 

different in a derogatory sense by having been sent to a special school 

for "bad kids". A substantial number !tsJ administra'tors. teachers. and 

students did hold negative opinions about the alternative programs and 

the young people who went there., Many of the afternative students were 

aware of these attitude~ and shared them at firsi. But by our third 

interview with them; the students who had had an alternati~e school 

experience were almost invariably positive about the school and their 

classmates. So few students at that point expressed feelings of 

stimatization that it is impossible with our datas:t,o determine whether" 

stigma hindered the alternative schools' efforts. We conclUde that 

alternative schools can be effective even though they may be negatively 

" regarded by the educators and students in the associated conventional 

schools. 
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, 
more 

e a ternative schools were as much if, not 
succe,sful with their ~ore highl~ delihquent students. 

The 
npOiitive effe6ts f th I 

o e a ternative schools on their bUoyant student's 
wa~ greater with tho h h . 

se Woad been more disruptive and"delinquent When 
they first entered the ~ 

program~~ But the alternative sCho&ls had 
negligible effect b 

s on eset students regardfess of their history of 
m i sbehav i or. C I I '. 

ear y then t~e alternative schools) ineffect' 
0" ,I veness wi,th 

their beset students was not due to the beset 

de I i nquency. 
students' higher l~vel of 

The effect@pof the alternative schools were 

conditioned by the Jevel of delinqu~n~Y of their 
--:-.::-- . 

not mediated by nor 

students' friends. The 
schools had no dtscernlble'effect on changing 

t~e))r students' fr i ends or 
the deg~ee of their fri~nds' delinquency. 

If anything. the alternatiVe 
schools we~e more SUccessful . h 

WIt those buoyant students who reported 
having more delinquent friends. 

" q, We believe that th~ls 'IS 

reflection of the schoOls being more effective ' 
With students Who were 

" actua I I Y a 

,more del inqueot themselves (who choose to hang 
around wi th more 

delinquent friends). 

~ ~ordid the effects cf the alternatIve 
schools depend ~pon changing 

their students' r~lationship~ with th ' ~ 
" "~elr parents. None of our d~ta 

indicate thai the social Psychological 
process~~ by which the 

alternative ~choOls effected chang~among their buoyant students 

involved students' parents. Whll 
e improving relationships between 

students and parents would probably 
improve most ad~s§scents' behaVior, 

it is nqt a necess r d' I - a y con It on for the effect'lveness of school 
programs. 
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Oar theory of a, particular kind of alternative school as a means 
"" " , ' C "', I 

for reducing disruptive and delinquent b,ehavior posits that youngsters 

self-esteem is a key variable. Neverth~less. improv~ment in the 
II 

C"t:i :1 

"" beha~~rqr and performance of the buqyant a 1 ternat i ve students occurred 

without 
{/ " 

discern i b 1 e change intIre i r unco~scious se,l f~esteem and in the, . 
. '~ 

face of a dec l\(;:,ne in their of$nsc i oUS se 1 f;-esteem. Se l(-esteem proved 

n:t sd cruc i a 1 to the proce;J~13 of change a~ we had 'expected it to be. 
, \')1 0 

'~\ 

Changes in aCi:3demic prospects. commitment to the ro-le of student. and 
D 

attitudes toward school made a difference for",the buoyant alternative 

Ii' 
stude'Ats. 
" (" 

Conclusion 

The assertion'that ~oor schol~stic experi~nces are sign(flcant 

causes, of de 1 i nquen't and d i sru}t i ve behavi or, part i cu 1 ar 1 y at school, 

receh(~d substanti~1&Zlsupport in this study. ,As cert'ain youngsters' 

assessments of the i r school s and:'bfthemse 1 ves as students became more 
n 
ij 

positive. their scholasiic performance anJ thei~ behavior im~roved. A 

key el~ment of the theory which was not confir~ed by these'data is that 

improved behavior would depend on increases inadolesc'ents' self-esteem 
'~':\ 

at unconscio'us le\'lels. Students' behavior improved without the 

medfatiUn of elevated'self-esteem., 

As the thepry predicted. positive'scholastic experiences made a 

difference in the behavior only of those students whose delinquency 

seemed effective in defending against negative affect. The more anxious 

and depressed--the beset--students' behavior did not improve as much. 

despite their own reports C?f favorable relationship~ with their 

alternative'school teachers and positive attitudes toward the. 
o 

alternative school. This raises the que~tion of whether school-based 
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programs ~ightbetter screen o~t manifestfy ~epressed and anxious 

students because the programs are les'$ 1 ikely to help them. Such 

screening would b~ advisable if anxiety and depression could be 
,<] 1\ 

diagnosed accurately, but this is difficult under the best of 

circumstances and few school systems have the resources to qo this, well. 
.cll.'l 

" 

It seems wiser to us, therefq'r~. to employ alternative schoo,l programs 

i~,the diagnostiC proces~: if certain 'students' behavior does not 
o 

improve despite their greater satisfaction with the alternative program, 
\~ 

then a search for other points of interventi'bn might b~, made. 

Evaluation of alternative school programs should take thes~ dynamics and 

limitations into account. 

There are several lines of action':research suggested by our 

findings. We hope to be able to follow our respondents for several more 

years in order to determine whethe~the effects fo~nd at this point will 

endure; and ~o s~e if perhaps the alternative ,school experience will 

prove after all to make a marked difference In the future. We also 

intend to try to replicate this study with other, alternative schools,' 

hoping that the present findings will encourage parti,~ipating educ'ators 

to strengthen those elements of their programs that th~se data 

are the effective ingr«rdients aC~herebY become reI iab'ly more 
. <:) . ) , . 

than the convent i ona I schoo I s whose prbgrams they supp 1 ement. " 

suggest 

effectiVe 

Of course producing statistically'significant diJferences between 
" 

"treatments" is only a tool of acti()n-research~~~~ot its ultimate ai~. 
,., 

The present findings also offer 9uidan~e to convenfional",econdart 

school admfnit?trators .that wi 11 .help to improve the educational pro~:~s~. 
e 

WhihfJ:he constraints unBer Which conventional j~mior and, senior hig~;iiJ 
o ~~ 

. B 

schoo Is operate-- large s,he., l,ow teach~r /student raOti os. pl~essures :Ito 
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evaluate st~dents impersonally. etc. -- ~ake it impossible for them to 

adopt wholly the procedures of effective Cllt~iihative schools, they may 

be able to alter their progt~ms to a degre~ and on occasion to 

accommodate the ,needs -of those students who are showing signs of failure 

and the negative behaviors consequent to fai,lure so that many of them 

would not need to be sent to an alternative sChool. It appears that 

there is much to be, gained generally from educational practices that 
(~\;'!;"' •• ~ 

'," iinpress students with their fairness and flexibility; from curricula 

whose level and pace meet students at their current level of academic 

adjustment and achievement; and from teaching styles that convey a sense 

of personal c~ring and support. 
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